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Getters and Setters
Nearly every object has other objects or piees of information that it needs to have
access to at all times in order to do its job. Since these are something it has to hold
on to, they are variables in Java, and since they have to be there all the time rather than disappearing once
one method is done, they are instance variables, not parameters or local variables.

All instance variables will be private, meaning that only the object owning that variable, or another object
of its same class, can see that variable. In order to access the instance variables of another object, therefore,
you have to work through something that is public: namely, its methods.

It is customary to provide, for each instance variable, a "getter" method, which returns the value of the
variable, and a "setter" method, which sets the value of the variable. The simplest thing that they can do is to
retrieve and assign to the variables in the ordinary way. Another object can then use those methods to
manipulate the instance variable:

public class GameObject {
   ...
   public double getX() {
      return x;
   }
   public void setX(double x) {
      this.x = x;
   }
   ...
}

 
GameObject bob = new GameObject();

// Add 40 to bob's x coordinate
double a = bob.getX();
a += 40;
bob.setX(a);

// Add 30 to bob's x coordinate
bob.setX(bob.getX() + 30));

After doing today's classwork and homework, you should know how to access another object's instance
variable and how to write getter and setter methods for an instance variable.

. 1 Suppose that I have created a class Asteroid that has an armor instance variable. Write a getter
method and a setter method for armor.

public class Asteroid extends GameObject {
   private int armor;
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
}



. 2 The variables of GameObject that you can access with getters and setters are:

String sprite;     // sprite is what type of object you are, like
"ship" or "asteroid"
String frame;      // frame is what part of your animation you are
in, like "tumbling"
int team;          // team determines who you can collide with
double x, y;       // Your position
double vX, vY;     // What is added to your position each step
double radius;     // Your size, for calculating collisions

Assume that you have an instance variable called bob that refers to a GameObject. Below each
comment fill in code that does what the comment describes.

// Set bob's x velocity to 0

// Set bob's sprite to "asteroid"

// Set bob's position to (40, 70)

// Set bob's radius to equal his team

. 3 Write a method for Laser called "takeTeam" that will set the team of the laser to match the team of a
GameObject it is given as a parameter. So, for example, a Ship object could create a laser and
have that laser match its own team by doing the following:

Laser laser = new Laser();
// Recall that "this" is the object running this code, a Ship
laser.takeTeam(this);

public class Laser extends GameObject {
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
}


